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Summertime Publishing, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.At the age of 22, David
Hughes left his hometown in South Wales to attend university in
Surrey, England, before starting upon a career that took him
across the world for the next three decades. Lliswerry takes us a
step back in time to David s childhood and 1950s Newport, South
Wales, when cars are few and children spend their time cycling
the countryside and exploring the nearby fields, woods and
reens. Here we meet a timid, overweight boy who grows up in a
house run on old-fashioned values and traditions under the
beady eye of the Church. Through the younger David s dry
commentary on his family s antics we come to understand the
backbone of this working-class town. As we watch David find his
wings and toughen up, on the inside and out, we witness the
town s bitter-sweet milestones - the end of rations and the
introduction of television and foreign cuisines in addition to
substantial building works as Newport adds to its heavy industry.
Lliswerry: Growing Up in 1950s South Wales will lead...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd-- Cydney Ha nd

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko-- Pa squa le K locko
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